A Rover ‘New 75’ Special Feature Issue.
The Rover Owners’ Club has an increasing number of “new 75” cars. This was evident at the April monthly meeting
when, what could be a record number of New75 cars and their owners attended the meeting, After the formal meeting,
Nicholas Munting, Richard Dalziel and Warren McEwen detailed the things which one should be aware if buying one
of these cars, the work involved in changing drive belts and the all important VIS motors.
All this against the backdrop of Richard Dalziel’s mothers great looking car.
(I must admit, the new 75 is a great looking car and I agree with Nicholas Munting that it is a future classic)
Nicholas and Dudley Bennett had bits to show and at times the crowd around the sample table was two deep of interested members.
It was also apparent that not all members knew of the bonnet cable problem that has been experienced on New 75, and
the simple fix to stop a very expensive and annoying problem. So first up, we have a repeat of the article that appeared
in Freewheeling, April 2006 and which provides a simple solution. If you do nothing else, fix this to stop you tearing
your hair out when it all goes wrong.
Next Warren McEwen, who has owned several New 75s, shares some tips on what to look for in buying a car. Then
there are several pages of information taken from the internet just to bring you up to speed.
Lastly the quite extensive series of photographs taken by Warren McEwen and Richard Dalziel have been placed on the
ROC web site for you to look through. They are far too complicated and extensive to reproduce here but you should log
onto the club web site and work you way through them. Professional maintenance of these cars can be quite expensive
but it seems with a little patience and mechanical skills, things like changing the timing belt can be done at home without the availability of a huge workshop.
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More scenes from the April Monthly meeting
Clockwise from the top left.

Nicholas Munting talks about the intricacies of
the New 75.

Warren McEwen expands on his experience.

The under bonnet details get examined in detail

Bits and pieces on the bench are examined

A crowd around the table of bits and pieces.
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